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Call for action to combat the e-commerce sales of counterfeit goods 

through online marketplaces: Shifting liability to the online 

marketplaces 
 

• In 2016, imports of counterfeit and pirated products into the EU amounted to as much 

as EUR 121 billion (USD 134 billion), which represents up to 6.8% of EU imports, against 

5% of EU imports in 2013.  

• Legislative measures are required to combat these trends of counterfeit products 

being sold via online marketplaces. Until today the industry itself was not able or not 

willing to tackle these problems with industry agreed instruments such as the 

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) or their seller programs. A comparison with 

the efforts of US policies underlines this conclusion. Due to intense policy pressure, in 

February 2019 Amazon introduced a new tool to tackle counterfeits on its platform – 

restricted to US market so far.  

ERA Europe’s position:  

• Intellectual property (IP) protection has to be shifted to a comprehensive compliance 

system provided by the eco-system controlling the place, i.e. the online marketplaces 

such as Amazon & Co. 

• Online marketplaces are liable to ensure that no counterfeits are sold on their 

platforms, a concept similar to the obligation introduced on clearing VAT (Directive 

2017/2455) and by the Copyright Directive (2019/790).  

• The online marketplaces are only exempted if, in accordance with high industry 

standards of professional diligence, they can prove best efforts to ensure the 

unavailability of counterfeits on their platforms, e.g. by using detection systems; by 

preventing technical counteroffers on their platform without the permission of right 

owners once an IP right is registered; or by providing a compliance system asking the 

seller for product certificates etc.  
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ABOUT US 

 

The Electronic Retailing Association Europe (ERA Europe) is the Association for the Multi-

Channel Home Shopping Industry. ERA Europe is the voice and network for businesses that 

offer innovative products to consumers through audio visual presentation and through the 

internet and other electronic media, according to a recognised code of ethics. Our members 

are both electronic retailers who sell directly to the consumer via electronic media (e.g. home 

shopping channels, DRTV, Internet, radio, mobile, plus related D2C channels such as catalogue 

& print) and product marketers, i.e. owners of product rights who sell to retailers (electronic 

and traditional), product providers, and product manufacturers. 

ERA Europe advocates and supports the interests of our members and their customers. 

Currently ERA Europe represents the interests of 65 members from all over the globe. 

 

 

 

ECONOMIC DAMAGING IMPACT OF COUNTERFEITS ON EU INDUSTRY AND RISK FOR 

CONSUMER WELFARE 

• In 2016, imports of counterfeit and pirated products into the EU amounted to as much 

as EUR 121 billion (USD 134 billion), which represents up to 6.8% of EU imports, against 

5% of EU imports in 2013. Tendencies: increasing 

• Counterfeiting and piracy cause serious sales and revenue losses for companies, 

leading to direct and indirect job losses in the European Union and government 

revenue losses in EU Member States. It has a negative impact on the sales and profits 

of affected firms, as well as broader adverse effects on the economy as well as public 

health, safety and security. 

 

In March 2019, the OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) 

announced in its report that trade in counterfeit and pirated goods "has risen steadily in the 

last few years ... and now stands at 3.3% of global trade." 

The results show that in 2016, imports of counterfeit and pirated products into the EU 

amounted to as much as EUR 121 billion (USD 134 billion), which represents up to 6.8% of EU 

imports, against 5% of EU imports in 2013. This significant growth in global trade of counterfeit 

and pirated goods was reported during a period of a relative slowdown in overall world trade. 

Consequently, the intensity of counterfeiting and piracy is on the rise, presenting a significant  
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potential risk for intellectual property (IP) in a knowledge-based, open and globalised 

economy.   

Fake products can be found in a large and growing number of industries such as common 

consumer goods, (footwear, cosmetics, toys), business-to-business products (spare parts or 

chemicals), IT goods (phones, batteries) and luxury items (fashion apparel, deluxe watches). 

Importantly, many fake goods, particularly pharmaceuticals, food and drink, and medical 

equipment, can pose serious negative health and safety risks. While counterfeit and pirated 

goods originate from virtually all economies in all continents, China and Hong Kong (China) 

continue to be by far the biggest origin. The companies suffering from counterfeiting and 

piracy continue to be primarily registered in OECD countries. Almost 24% of the total value of 

seized products refers to IP rights of holders registered in the United States, followed by 

France (16.6%), Italy (15.1%), Switzerland (11.2%) and Germany (9.3%). 

The effects of trade in counterfeit goods challenge the well-being of consumers, efficient 

businesses and effective governance. For consumers, counterfeiting poses dangers to health, 

safety and privacy. It may also lower consumer satisfaction, notably when low-quality fake 

goods are purchased unknowingly. For right holders and their authorised vendors, rising 

counterfeiting increases revenue losses, while trademark infringements continuously erode 

brand value. For governments, counterfeiting equates to lost tax revenues, higher 

unemployment and greater expenses incurred – both to ensure compliance with anti-

counterfeiting legislation and to react to public safety threats and labour market distortions. 
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TRADER OF COUNTERFEITS ARE MISUSING INTERMEDIARIES, COUNTERFEITS ARE SOLD VIA 

ONLINE MARKETPLACES  

• Even if the majority of trade on sales platforms is legitimate, e-commerce platforms 

attract more and more sellers who seek to distribute counterfeit goods, endangering 

the economic future of SMEs (smaller and medium sized enterprises) such as our 

members. 

• Amazon itself has acknowledged the sales of counterfeits and pirated items as a risk 

to investors in its Annual Earnings Report 2018 and admit that they are unable to tackle 

the problem under their seller programs. 

 

Trade in counterfeit goods is a major challenge in an innovation-driven global economy. 

Counterfeit and pirated products continue to follow complex trading routes by misusing a set 

of intermediary transit points, e.g. making use of small shipments for trade in fakes. Small 

shipments, sent mostly by post or express services, are a way for criminals to reduce the 

chance of detection and minimise the risk of sanctions. The proliferation of small shipments 

raises the cost of checks and detention for customs and introduces additional significant 

challenges for enforcement authorities.  

However, the most important area which deserves attention is the increased misuse of online 

marketplaces for trade in counterfeit and pirated goods. Electronic commerce offers 

numerous opportunities to increase consumers' choice and cross-border access to goods and 

services. However, even if the majority of trade on sales platforms is legitimate, e-commerce 

platforms also attract sellers who seek to distribute counterfeit goods. Some of the e-

commerce platforms are being misused by such rogue merchants as a marketplace to deceive 

online shoppers. Consumers are led to believe that the product they buy is genuine, only to 

discover a counterfeit delivered to their homes. The sale of counterfeit goods over the 

internet presents a threat considering that i) consumers are at a growing risk of buying sub-

standard and possibly dangerous goods, ii) the brand image and economic interests of 

European companies are damaged through the sale of counterfeit versions of their products, 

and iii) the efforts of e-commerce platforms to be regarded as safe places to purchase 

legitimate products are undermined.  

Amazon has acknowledged the sales of counterfeits and pirated items as a risk to investors in 

its Annual Earnings Report 2018 and admit that they are unable to tackle the problem under 

their seller programs. 
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HOW SALE OF COUNTERFEITS VIA ONLINE MARKETPLACES ARE DAMAGING OUR MEMBERS 

• Our members, mainly SMEs, are relying more and more on selling their products online 

using e-commerce marketplaces such as Amazon 

• Counterfeits of the products of our members are killing the brand’s reputation and as 

a result the customer rating not only of the product but also of the legal seller. 

 

Marketplaces such as Amazon are platforms that sell products which they have acquired and 

sell as their own stock, as well as the products from other distributors who may have dedicates 

shops on said marketplace. Our members are relying more and more on the sale channels via 

online marketplaces. The product owners are either the owners/developers of the product 

sold, or are at least the licensed distributors of the respective IP or patent to be the legally 

entitled product distributor for the respective markets where they offer the products. The 

product owners add a product to the listing, define its RRP (recommended retail price), add 

content and marketing material, invest in instore marketing and provide Amazon with the 

respective stock.  

However, rogue sellers identify best-selling products and piggy back these listings with their 

own products. They add their own price and delivery options and provide Amazon with their 

(counterfeit) stock. For each product, the Amazon Buy Box lists the various prices, delivery 

options and ratings. With their low pricing, the counterfeiters win this buy box as the listing 

usually list the cheapest product first. This happens notwithstanding the fact that many of 

these products have a very long delivery time.  

As these are counterfeits, they do not keep the quality standards and kill the customer rating 

of a product in a short time frame. Even if the rights owner can prove to Amazon that 

counterfeiters are selling their products on their platform, it takes too long for these to be 

taken down and it requires a very burdensome notification procedure on behalf of the brand 

owner, and in several cases ignoring electronic retailers who cannot rely on IP protection.  

Additionally, new counterfeiters start their activities for that product and the product is 

ruined. This leads not only to a loss of sales with regards to that product but also ruins the 

overall reputation of the product owner. The final outcome is that the honest product owner 

and consumer are seriously harmed. Online marketplaces such as Amazon and Ebay 

unfortunately can earn a lot of money through the provisions paid out of this criminal act. 
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WHY EXISTING INDUSTRY PROGRAMS OR REGULATION ARE NOT EFFECTIVE IN EUROPE 

• Although leading online marketplaces such as Amazon signed an EU MoU on 

combating counterfeits on their platforms in 2011, the sale of counterfeits has been 

increasing ever since. 

• Amazon itself acknowledged in its Annual Earnings Report 2018 that they are unable 

to tackle the problem with their seller programs. 

• The MoU is not effective in tackling counterfeit providers as it does not foresee an 

automated risk management and the detection tools to identify high-risk behaviours 

and the responsiveness of these platforms to the takedown requests are too slow. 

• Unlike Europe, the US have identified counterfeits as a key issue in harming their 

market. 

• Due to increased pressure, Amazon launched  “Project Zero” - a technology solution 

that scans their stores for fake products, and allows brands to remove the fake listings 

themselves. So far Project Zero is only available in the US for US brands. 

 

The most effective approach is to target the infrastructure and means used by counterfeiters 

to supply their products internationally.  

In May 2011, Amazon & Co signed the EU Memorandum of Understanding on the Sale of 

Counterfeit Goods via the Internet on dealing with the procedures of handling complaints 

related to the offering for sale of infringing goods.  

Resulting from this MoU, Amazon introduced both proactive and reactive measures to detect 

and remove counterfeit offers and apply terms of service that include an intellectual property 

rights (IPR) protection policy, prohibiting the use of their platforms to sell counterfeit products 

or to provide other infringing services. These good practices include e.g. tools allowing right 

holders to register their brands, report counterfeit listings, and fast-track take down 

procedures. Some of these platforms also partner more closely with brand owners and 

content creators to optimise detection models. However, the tools provided by Amazon & Co 

are not sufficient in reducing counterfeit sales. 

Stakeholders from different industries as well as our own members indicate that allegedly 

counterfeit goods damaging mainly the fashion, leather, luxury, car & sports sectors are 

frequently still available on these platforms. 
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The tools provided are not effective in sufficiently tackling counterfeits for the following 

reasons:  

• IP owners have to file a separate report for each counterfeit product with the 

consequence that one specific counterfeit product is removed but the other stock of 

the infringing web shop remains on sale. Such a burdensome and ineffective process 

is not designed to tackle counterfeit providers as such. 

• Access terms and notification procedures vary from marketplace to marketplace and 

make it very burdensome for product owners; access to brand registers has to be 

simplified. 

• Online marketplaces have to improve their traders vetting systems and adopt or 

improve automated risk management and detection tools to identify high-risk 

behaviours and potential red flags, including dealing with repeat infringers and 

suspicious offers. 

• The responsiveness of these platforms to the takedown requests and the consistency 

in dealing with similar cases is too slow and the following indicators are not sufficiently 

relied on by the platforms when proactively identifying suspicious listings: unusually 

low price level and overly long shipping time, seller’s history and feedback, lack of 

pictures of actual products offered (e.g. unauthorised use of catalogue pictures, use of 

pictures that do not show the labels of the product), and the absence of information 

in the listing description. The lack of or low quality pictures and no information in the 

description often makes it impossible for brand owners to determine the authenticity 

of the products. 

The marketplaces have so far failed to come up with working solutions to address the issues 

mentioned above and to clean up their platforms by setting up a more proactive approach in 

eliminating counterfeits. So far the industry-led agreements have not been effective in 

reducing the sale of counterfeits. Contrary, the sale of counterfeits is rising steadily, 

significantly harming consumers, Member States as well as European companies and in 

particular, SMEs (Small and medium-sized enterprises).  

 

The following steps and tools provided by the marketplaces would already significantly 

reduce the availability of counterfeits:  

o marketplaces automatically delete customer reviews which are based on sales of 

counterfeit products once a counterfeit offer is deleted, in order to protect the 

reputation of the original product. 
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o Once IP rights are registered on a platform, a counteroffer should not even go online 

without the permission of the IP right owner.  

o Marketplaces like Amazon already offer a detection system to find IP infringements of 

images. In using this software, they could detect products before they are online and 

only allow the offer after the permission of the copyright owner is given. 

o Building up a “compliance system” to check if the seller has provided certificates or 

correct labelling, or a reasonable instruction manual, to reduce damage to the 

customer.  

Unlike the EU, the US have identified counterfeits as a key issue in harming their market, 

their industry companies, complying with the quality standards, paying taxes and creating 

jobs. As one consequence of policy pressure in the US, Amazon implemented a technology 

solution, “Project Zero”,  in March 2019 that helps reduce the volume of fake products on its 

site and allows brands to remove fake listings from the site. Similar to You-Tube’s content 

protection program, brands no longer need to contact Amazon to remove counterfeit listings 

from the stores. Instead, they have the ability to do so themselves using the new self-service 

tool if the brands provide key data about themselves (e.g. trademarks, logos, etc.). However, 

so far it is an invite-only program (only open to some – US - brands and not to web shops) it 

requires a huge effort to feed in all the necessary key data and –most importantly - until today 

the project has only been rolled-out in the US. 

As consequence, EU companies continue to be reliant on the burdensome “brand registry” 

programs, a program that is - as admitted by Amazon itself – not effective in combating 

counterfeits on their platform – thus disadvantaging European companies in the fight against 

counterfeits compared to the US industry.  
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WHAT TO DO – CALL FOR ACTION 

• IP protection has to be shifted to a comprehensive compliance system, provided by 

the eco-system controlling the place i.e. online marketplaces such as Amazon & Co. 

• ERA Europe therefore proposes to shift the liabilities to the online marketplaces. They 

must set up an effective monitoring system – similar to the obligation introduced on 

clearing VAT (Directive 2017/2455). 

 

Against this background, ERA Europe sees the need to introduce policy measures to effectively 

tackle the sale of counterfeits via online marketplaces. 

IP protection is core to the European market in order to promote innovation and creativity, 

develop employment, and improve competitiveness by protecting a firm’s intangible assets 

which often account for more than half the value of companies.  

The most effective approach is to target the infrastructure and means used by counterfeiters 

to supply their products internationally.  

As a consequence, traditional IP protection has to be shifted to a comprehensive compliance 

system, which incorporates the principles of responsibility and accountability, complicit 

behaviour and conditions for ‘safe harbour’ immunity provided by the eco-system controlling 

the place: The online marketplaces such as Amazon & Co. 

Counterfeiters often act through third parties and intermediaries that might (sometimes) not 

be aware that their services are used for illegal activities.  

Blocking counterfeiters’ resources and means of activity degrades their business environment 

and creates a healthier environment for the flow of genuine goods. Such third-party 

engagement renders the liability of online intermediaries, such as the marketplaces of 

Amazon & Co, a cutting-edge matter in IP law worldwide.  

ERA Europe proposes therefore to shift the liabilities for selling legal products to the online 

marketplaces as they are the only one able to set up such an effective monitoring system – 

similar to the obligation introduced on clearing VAT (Directive 2017/2455) and by the 

Copyright Directive (2019/790) imposed on content-sharing service providers. 
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Such a shift could regulatory-wise work as follows: 

(1) Online marketplaces are generally liable to ensure that no counterfeits are sold on 

their market. 

 
(2) However, they can be exempted from the liability if, in accordance with high industry 

standards of professional diligence, they can prove their best efforts to ensure the 

unavailability of counterfeits on their platforms, e.g.  

- by using detection systems, 

- preventing technically counteroffers on their platform without the permission of right 

owners, once an IP right is registered  

- by introducing a “compliance system” asking the seller for product certificates etc. 

- by preventing future uploads of web shops that have sold counterfeit products in the 

past. 

 

The shift of liability to the intermediaries (= online marketplaces) is the only effective means 

to tackle counterfeit issues, even more so due to the fact that the online marketplaces are 

earning significant revenues through sales of counterfeits, and thus are not very incentivised 

to effectively tackle counterfeit sales unless they are forced to take liability for these 

infringements.  

 

Only such a concept will ensure that online marketplaces introduce clearer notice and action 

procedures, more effective tools and proactive technologies to detect and remove 

counterfeit listings and other illegal content, and not only restrict their efforts to some 

countries or a few (big) brand owners. 
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